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leaders

I certainly have found it really gratifying

at the state and national levels.

Kansas Association of Wheat Growers,

and Chairman of this convention,

in

providing

and

have been most helpful and

useful input to the legislative process.

the National Association's Executive Vice President,

is on the scene in Washington,

as you know,

1977.

Kansas City Farm Strike
I

who,

Jerry

was invaluable in working with my staff in

developing the Agriculture Act of

Yesterday,

Wendell Ebright,

Tom Ostrander,

Hearings

conducted a field hearing for the Senate Agriculture

Committee in Kansas City.
At my request,

the Senate Agriculture Committee agreed to hold field

hearings so that farmers and others concerned with the farm crisis
communicate with us.

could

We sought new ideas that might be incorporated in

existing farm legislation to strengthen the farmers' economic position.
I wish that more of my Congressional colleagues - especially thosg from
the urban areas who are not in frequent touch with farmers - could have been
present

to

hear our

farmers

speak of their problems which are more and more

becoming the problems of all America.
Since

we

cannot

have

agricultural economy,
interest in the issues
I want

y1 kind

an
in
"-

the

point

grain

"export

healthy national economy

out

a healthy
have a vital

that I do not endorse a "farm strike",

I

a st:r:ike of

I did not support the "meat boycott"·by consumers

support the soybean "export embargo"_ in

moratorium"

responsibility

without

particularly consumers,

of concern to farmers.

matter.

_Neither did

1973.

real

to

for that

a

all Americans,

in

1975.

I do,

however,

1973

nor

feel -that we have a

to do what is feasible in helping farmers everywhere

achieve a fair share of the national income.
share of the national

income.

·

Their basic goal is a fair

Such a goal is not unreasonable and would be

equitable.
International Wheat Agreement
The Administration's

proposal for an International Wheat Agreement

appear doomed to failure.
meetings in
p:eparat r
f1rm
os1t1 ns on two m
upon 1nc ud1ng,
I

Earlier,
hie

t rnat1onal W eat Co n

1n1mum and max1mum

Dr.

Dale Hathaway,

presented

Jor 1ssues that the European Community insisted

as a pr1c

1n the agreement.

I was encouraged at reports of the

the U.S. Delegate,

for agreeing to a negotiating session of the
ll.

Th s

firm positions were:

pr1c1ng prov1s1ons,

However,

and

(2)

(1)

No inclusion

·

No rigid
of feedgrains

these positions are no longer firm.

on Dece ber 19, 1977, Secret ry Bob Bergland met with Finn Olav Gundelach,
.
.
.
Cornm1s lon V1ce Pres1dent respons1ble for agriculture and fisheries, European
Cornmun1ty,

and appeared

of an international
of what

the

U.S.

to agreed to include feedgrains in

commodity agreement on

wheat.

gains from this conc$ssion to the

the negotiation

There

has been no announcement

E.C.,

but

the disadvantages
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are quite apparent.

It seems this Administration is dedicated first of all

to international

comn1odity

issues that U.S.

agriculture

trade negotiations in

agreements at

clear

a_

2ement and

(MTN's).

(E.C.) Delegate to the preparatory

With

then again at Geneva in
the

U.S.

meetings made

the Multilateral Trade Negotiations

now capitulating by including feedgrains in
wheat agreement in Geneva,

will gain practically nothing from these
1967 when U.S.

will be the same as in
Kennedy round of the

G.A.T.T.

Grains Arrangement as

G.A.T.T.

better.

The U.S.

position

that

negotiaions.

negotiations.

The result was an
and

The result
in the

International

in my view,

U.S.

Wheat
agricul

in the upcoming wheat agreement negotiations should be

expressed at the preparatory meetings.

extension of the

present

It is better to have

International Wheat Agreement than to

negotiate an agreement that ends up like
should apply the

the
agriculture

the answer to world agricultural trade problems.

deserves

the same as

I fear that U.S.

agriculture was short changed

farmers know what a disaster that agreement was,

a simple

the multilateral

especially for feedgrains.

that they did not intend to have to pay for concessions in the wheat

negotiations of a new

ture

One of the major

r solved in

Geneva is market access,

The European Community
it

any price.

needs to have

the one in

1967.

The Administration

lessons of history.
Lock and Dam 26

There is an
up by the

issue

of

new Congress.

interest to every
It is

H.R.

8309

ar

Dam 26

tL

bill provides for a fuel tax of 6

the

barge lines.

at Alton,

Illinois,

grain

producer that will be taken

- a bill which authorizes a new

on the Mississippi River.
cents

Make no mistake about it,

Lock

At the same time,

per gallon on the fuel burned by
that increased cost

will have to

immediately be passed on to the shipper and that means a corresponding
reduction

ln the

price

paid to the farmer for his grain.

What is being done is a basic change in the U.S. policy - unchanged
since the beginning of this
navigable

waters.

of the lock

The

and dam -

republic

- an "export tax" for the use of our

technique that is being used is to withhold approval
through which more tonnage moves than the Panama

Canal - unless this is done.
What we are really
this Nation,

looking at,

for the first time in the History of

is an export tax on farm products. This legislation merely

puts

the barge lines in the position of a Federal tax collector on your products.
Also,

obviously,

and fuel.

The

there

will be an increase in the cost of barging fertilizer

cost-price

squeeze will increase its pressure on you and:

reduce net farm income.
There will be an attempt in January to increase
per gallon to a
pr

osal

ca_ jO

higher

would levy

figure,

your pencil to it.
8

the tax from 6

42 cents per gallon.

cents
Another

a tax not to exceed one percent of the value of

plus the transportation.

to the farmer of

one as high as

the

That doesn't sound like much until ybu put

It means that

$8 beans could have a tax,

or a reduction

cents per bushel.

I

Any attempt to increase the fuel tax beyond 6
defeated.

I urge

you to

cents per gallon must be

et your Congressmen and S

ators know of your

feeling.
Wheat and Wheat Foods Research
and Nutrition Education Act
The new farm bill contains the Wheat and Wheat Foods Research and
Nutrition Education Act.

I am pleased

to have had an opportunity to work

with the wheat industry leadership in obtaining this provision which
cost to the

- at no

Government - authorizes a cooperative program of research and

nutrition education among

growers,

processors,

end-product manufacturers and

consumers.
The Wheat
industry
th

three

Foods

sponsored

Council,

which will administer research generated by an

end-product assessment,

industry segments.

will be a unifying factor among

Instead of a haphazard research effort,

the

inuustry now has a chance to coordinate research on wheat and wheat products.
The end results should be immeasurably bet·ter than those of the past.
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Energy
One of the

important

and the

Farmer

issues remaining for furth r consideration by the

new Congress is energy legislation.

This matter is,

of course,

of tremendous

importance to farmers.

Priority use of natural gas for agricultural purposes

after home

protection of life,

real

heating,

interest to

with a high

and

you as wheat

priority

on the

growers.

health,

A high priority on eating equates

use of energy for agricultural purposes.

Another issue of clear importance in an

jndustry as basic as the production

of food is the absolute essentiality of an adequate energy supply.
true for so many things,

-

and property - is of

a balance must be struck.

As is

We need a national

policy that balances the need to hold down prices against the need to insure
adequate supplies.
The Adntinistration proposal would extend natural gas controls to the
one sector where an adequate supply has been available.
market.

It

That is the intrastate

would expand the regulatory program in a way to decrease production

rather than reducing regulations in a way to increase production.
I also want to mention the President's energy tax program.

The Admin

istration's energy tax program was designed to inflict billions of dollars
of new taxes on both the consumer and the businessman.

The centerpiece of

the progrdm is

This tax is opposed
the Consumer Federat·on

the so-called crude oil equalization tax.

by such diverse

the AFL-CIO,

of America,

place,

When fully in
for the

groups as the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,

Federal

and,

the NAACP,

of course,

this tax would raise between

Treasury.

In effect,

the Oil and Gas Industry.

$15-$17 billion per year

it will cost the American taxpayer

$47

to save a barrel of oil through the crude oil equaJization tax when the
world market

price of oil

is less than

There was a time when
single tax
10

years -

a barrel.

I referred to the energy tax bill as the largest

increase in America's peace

social security tax bill - more than
next

$14

But,

time history.

the nev1ly enacted

$227 billion in new taxes during the

makes the energy tax bill only the second largest tax increase

in our country's history.

As farmers, you understand the need to have
access to adequate energy supplies.
If the United States is to solve its
energy problem,

we must provide the necessary financial incentives to develop

new and traditional energy resources.
has not addressed this

It is unfortunate that the Administration

issue.
Gasahol

I know that many of you - if not all - are interested in the possibilities
of production of
energy source.

ethyl or methyl alcohol from farm commodities for use as
In the past,

with low priced energy,

an

this idea was not feasible.

With increased fuel prices and prospects for higher energy prices in the
future we need to devote some

resources to research on the production and use

of alcohol for blending with gasoline.
I was one of the supporters of the provision in the farm bill to carry
out research on the gasahol idea and to establish pilot plants to produce
alcohol from agricultural products.
a ·4-

ent gallon tax exemption on fuel containing at least

production,
-

My amendment to the energy bill,

would,

meet our energy

if

needs.

passed,
This

10

providing

percent alcohol

also be an incentive for alcohol production to

provision·is now before the Senate Energy Tax

Conference Committee.
Stimulation of Agri-Exports Needed
Farmers are caught in a vicious cost-price squeeze.

We are facing the

most serious farm situation that has confronted our Nation since the days
of the Great Depression.

In terms of current dollars,

farm income was

$33.3 billion in 1973. Since then it has suffered a drastic decline.
1977,

it will likely be only

words,

farm

income was only

$20
60

billion

- off $13.3 billion.

percent of what it was

In

In other

just four years ago,

and this must be viewed against constantly rising cost for production
inputs.

It is obvious that farmers are not currently realizing a fair

share of the national

income.

Farmers are not getting a fair shake.

They

have every reason to be distressed and in an angry mood.
The best way for farmers to elude the cost-price squeeze trap they are
in is for the Administration to substantially step up export efforts for
agricultural

commodities.
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World trade in wheat
is estimated at
last.season.

149.5

Throughout

the marketing

lively world grain trade
our share

of

aggressive
p·At.

and coarse grains

million metric tons,
-

that trade.

year,

it is

For example,

legislation

-

imperative

available to make

We need to increase

that we

the People's

Senator Humphrey

-

have a more

Republic of China has

It was all supplied by Canada,

We did not sell them a single

and so did

(July-June)

million metric tons

thus far,· there has been a

hased 9 million tons of wheat this year.
cralia and Argentina.

eting year

144.5

even better than last year.
To do so,

export policy.

this mar
up from

that

grain.

I sponsored

would have made

CCC credits

That legislation

us more competitive in that market.

received only "equivocations" from the Administration.
It is not enough for the Administration to claim that it is "export

oriented" or to claim "sensitivity" to the farmers' plight or to the needs of
hungry people overseas.

The Administration's

11sympathy" needs to be translated

into "action."
The Congress has given the Executive Branch many authorities

a new farm bill in

1977

-

which,

-

including

if used wisely and in a timely fashion,

increase agricultural exports and incomes.
been innovative in stimulating exports.

will

The Carter Administration has not

As a matter of fact,

those things

they have done to facilitate exports have often been late and then only in
response to Congressional pressure.

This was the case in getting more funds

for CCC credit and in get-ting P.L. 480

fiscal year.

programming underway for the current

I urge the Carter Administration to set a national
i'

farm exports by

r

lity.

1980

$30

trade,

and by so doing,

help

they will help our

which is in such sad shape that the value of the dollar

world's money market has been declining,

billion

to make it become a

The Administration has another chance in the New Year to

farmers overcome their problems,
of

goal of

and to take appropriate actions

balance

in the

requiring interventions to "prop it

up."
Your Help Needed
As we go into a new legislative session there is still much to be done
to improve farm
your ideas,

legislation.

Those of us who are active in this area need

your support and that of your

outset of my remarks,

leaders.

As

and Agriculture Act of 1977.

Without this help,

it would not have been

possible to get the administration's proposed target
up from

I indicated at the

I had that support during the development of the Food

$2.47 per bushel to

$2.90

for the

price for wheat moved

1977 crop or

from

$2.60

to

per bushel for 1978.
For

1977 alone,

$3.00

"'"':
this difference between the Administration's proposed

target price and the figure that we were able to get over threat of veto
means approximately
i

neans about

$774 million to U.S.

$192 million for

wheat growers.

For Kansas growers

1977 that would not have been realized had

the Administration's proposal been accepted.
Time after time
move exports,

I have exerted leadership-to get some things done to

but the Administration has acted slowly and reluctantly when

fa !mers still own the crop.
Again,

I

I appreciate your support in these efforts.

remind you there is much to be done to

legislation and to develop new
timely and effective

manner.

prosperous agriculture,

laws

-

strengthen existing

and then to get them implemented in·a

We cannot

let up;

not if we expect to have a

a healthy rural America and a strong Nation.
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-6There is an old Chinese proverb that states, "The well-being of a
people is like a tree and agriculture is its root."
Until a relatively few years ago, there would have been little disagreement,
if any, over the statement that agriculture is our most basic industry.
Almost instinctively, people agreed with this Chinese proverb. Today, many
Americans hold quite a different concept.
Only about 4 percent of our people
Only one person is on a farm today for every three that
now live on farms.
were there 40 years ago.
Some people say, "Agriculture is a declining industry a dwindling influence in national and world affairs." And the unspoken cmrollary
is that the nation no longer-needs to pay much attention to the·well-being of
U.S. farmers.
They could not be more wrong - on both counts.
U.S. agriculture is growing in importance, not declining.
Not only is it
still the keystone of American abundance., its role in the world has never been
so vital as now.
Never has there been more reason for attention to the needs·
and problems of our farmers and our rural people.
I pledge to you that I will continue to remind all Americans of the debt
that all of us owe American agriculture and of its importance to he future
well-being of our Nation and the world.
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